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TilE PRESSURE BOYS 

California Takes Excess 
Out of. Water Su;pplies 

In the previous issue we noted that back in 1938 
it was take~ for granted not that fluoride should be 
added. to the water, but that it should be removed. 

To a certain extent, this is still true in California, 
where in 1958 the State Board of Public Health de
clared that "excessive amounts of . the fluoride ion 
in~y result in objectionable dental fluorosis and are 
~etrimental to health." 

Standards for fluoride content in water were set 
up that are "more· stringent than those contained in 
the USPHS Drinking Water Standards," according 

-to an article in the Journal of the American Water 
Works Association. 

Writing in the February, 1965, issue (Vol. 57, No. 
2) 1 two· engineers, Judson A. Ha.rmon and Samuel G. 
Kalichrriah, give details on how California has coped 
with the problem of excessive fluorine, and how suc
cessful it has been. 

As far as the differing standards are concerned, 
they point out: 

'The USPHS standards include both recommend
ed·and mandatory maximum levels and are based on 

.. the annual average of maximum daily air tempera-
. tures instead of mean annual temperatures. They arc, 

thet·efore, not directly comparable to the California 
standards. The' mandatory maximum levels used by 
USPHS are twice ·the optimum levels." 

The authors note some interesting developments 
in the state;;_including the information that "in some 
localities. a dual-piped distribution system has been 
provided;· the low-Huoride·water only is to be used 
for drinking.;. and. culinary purposes." ' 

They also note that:"the number of defluoridation 
plantS' in Southern. California has increased in the 
past several years;"·-

------------------------------------------------------------

E VERY so often we get to wondering whether 
anyone is listening to us. This is a tCQmmon 
nighhnare of publications concerned with a 

~pecialized subject. But each mail delivery quickly 
dispels the nightmare. 

Not so easily dispelled is the feeling that sweeps 
over us less often-but more acutely: that perhaps 
we may be imagining things when we wr.ite of 
abuses of the pro-fluoridationists. Are we just quot
ing ourselves ad_ infinitum? Did we make up the 
original ·citation and then just keep repeating it? 

For instance, we.have a habit of referring to ((the 
fluoridation lobby." Where did we ·get that phrase? 
Is there such a tMng? Is there really an organized 
pressure group that promotes fluoridation? Or did 
we image it and then perpetuate · it? \V' ell, we 
haven't been able to trace our first use of the phrase 
but, happily for our sleep, we have found fresh evi
dence that it's not just a figment of our imagination. 

I I I AN EIJITDRIAL 
There really IS a fluoridation lobby-and its latest 
victim is the people of Detroit. (For the details of 
that story, see below. ) . 

The lobby we refer to is the American Dental As'!' 
sociation, and its Detroit branch-the Detroit Dis· 
trict Dental Society-which sent a letter to members 
not long ago beating the drum for money to carry on 
the fight. 

"Dear Doctor," said the letter, dated May 13, 
1965, "enclosed is a statement of $20.00 for the re
cently enacted fluoridation assessement. This action 
was unanimously recommended by the Executive 
Council and approved by our members present and 
voting at a special meeting held for this purpose. 
We felt this action was necessary and expected of 
us by the general public to help defeat the anti
fluoridation charter amendment forced on the citv 
of Detroit bv the anti-fluoridationists." • 

You'll notice the dentists aren't asked to con· 
(Continued on page 2) 

New Detroit Drive Planned 
Following Close Defeat 

Undaunted safe-water proponents in Detroit are "A noncontagious disease does not justify 'mass 
going ahead with new plans following the close vote application' and control through public water sup· 
in which fluoridation was approved, 191,203 to plies. Tooth decay does not involve a threat to one's 
185,593. Although much hard work went into the neighbor. The will of a majority should not be im· 
safe-water forces' campaign, the concerted drive by posed upon a minority as long as a single person be-
the fluoridation lobby proved too much for their lieves that his health may thereby be impaired and 
limited monetary and publicity resources. as long as other egualiy effective methods of de-

Among the elements of the pure-water ca111paign cay prevention are· ava4-la.bl~.': . _ 
was a letter from the Physicians Opposed to Flu- A three-pronged drive is now being mapped to 
oridation, a group of 33 doctors, to their colleagues. try to reverse Detroit's decision. 

·The letter, containing a long list of citations of the First, there is the possibility that a new suit for 
literature on the dangers of fluoridation, said: an injunction will be sought, to prevent implemen· 

tation of fluoridation. "The following background material is submitted 
for your critical appraisal in order to enable you to Second, a stepped-up campaign among subur· 
advise those of your friends and patients who seek banites is on the drawing boards. 
your opinion concerning the Detroit November 2nd Finally, efforts will be made to get a new refer· 

endum. Since fluoridation was approved by a mar.;. 
vote on the Public Water Supply Amendment to 
make addition of fluoride to municipal water sup- gin! of fewer than 6,000 votes, there is hope that a 
plies illegal. new referendum, would bring out the few thousand 

extra votes needed to keep the city's water un-
"W e consider fluoride, when added to drinking adulterated. 

water, even in the recommended minimal concen- · 
tration of 1 part per million ( 1 ppm), a health haz- Detroit safe-water advocates have been heartened 
ard for the following reasons: by the publication of Dr. Waldbott's book, "A Strug

gle With Titans," ,and .they expect it to have a grea~ 
"1. In Illinois communities where water contains · impact when another referendum is obtained. 

1.0 to 2.6 ppm fluoride the average annual incidence · However, despite the gloom produced by the 
of mongoloid births per 100,000 births was· n:9 com- Detroit vote, the news from other areas where flu-
pared to 5.7 in cities where water contains 0 to 0.2 oridation was on the ballot was brighter. Following 
ppm fluoride. Although this data has been vigor- are some of the results: 
ously contested, new evidence confirms the above WOODBURY TOWNSHIP, MINNESOTA . 
observations. - In an "advisory" vote, residents of Woodbury 

"2; Substantial fluoride storage takes place in soft Township, Minnesota, rejected fluoridation. The vote 
tissue organs, e. g. up to 125.5 ppm in aorta. Even was 258 against fluoridation, to 192 for it. Woodburv' 
'in areas where water contains little or no fluoride, Township is in Washington County, just outside St. 
kidneys stored as much as 181 ppm, skin, 290, blad- Paul. 

der, 185. REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA 
"3. Fluoride at concentrations in water of 1.5 parts Strong opposition to any tampering with the wa-

per million and less has been linked with skeletal ter supply was registered by voters in Regina. The 
fluorosis; dental fluorosis or .mottled teeth; urticari'!; yote was 16,801 to 12,218. It was the third time in 
allergic 

1 
dermatitis; arthritis; retinitis~ 12 years that the voters decisively r.ejected fluorida~ 

"Because fluoridation has political and emotional · tion. In this case, too, the vote was advisory but 
overtones, the following information will acquaint most members of the City Council indicated they 
you with historical events in its promotion." would respect the wishes of the people. 

They then went on to cite the literature, and con-
cluded by saying: STOCKTO·N, I'LLINOIS 

"Our group of physicians is concerned about· the By a 4-to-3 vote, residents of Stockton, Illinois, de-
·health of every fellow· citizen as well as about pre-:- feated. a proposal to add fluorides to the village wa-
vention of tooth decay in children. We favor care• ter supply. The vote was 415 to 310. Again, the ref .. 
fully tested safer methods for improving dental erendQm was advisory, with the. final decision up to 
health than addition of fluoride to water supplies. the village board. 

"We question the validity of ·a ·health measure . VAN WE.RJ, OHIO 
sponsored on the political level without permitting Fluoridation was roundly rejectf!ld in Van Wert, 
physicians and dentists to hear the full story. Flu• Ohio, with only two of the city's 19 precincts giving 
oridation has been designated 'undebatable'· by Dr. !t a majority. The overall tally was 2,290 against and 
C. H. Patton, former president of the American 1,532 for. The VanWert Times-Bulletin headline ·on 
Dental ·AssociatiGn and, more ·.recently, by , Dr. the referendum results said:: ·· · 
Harold Hill~nbrand,its,se.£~e~t~ry.: ... , . ,.,." .... ., ...... , ..... ,~ ...... ,.,.,,.~, .. ,"~. ""·~uoridation Flushed 
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When men are the most sure and arrogant, they 
cmnmonly are the most mistaken. 

-David Hume 
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The Pressure Boys 
(continued) 

tribute; they're billed, and that's that. 
In fact, the letter goes on to sound like a bill-col

lector's dunning message: "Our Constitution and 
Bylaws requires that assessments be paid within 120 
days ( 4 months) of this notification." 

\tVe feel this letter provides a fascinating insight 
into the working of the lobby; when it needs money, 
it bills the members, and they pay up-or else .. 

The letter does not say what the money will be 
used for, but we assume it's for brochures, adver
tisements, etc. 

Yet even this evidence of the high-pressure tactics 
of the lobby is not the end of the story. You-the 
dental patient-are not to be spared either. For the 

·letter exhorts the members 'to spread the :word. 
"We will be needing more from you than your 

. money," the letter says. "We need your active help! 
You can help by discussing the issue with your pa
tients during the upcoming months and urge them 
to vote NO on the fluoridation amendment when it 
~ppears on the ballot Tuesday, November 2, 1965." 

The results in Detroit indicate that the dentists 
listened carefully to their orders. 

And if you've wondered-as we have-where th~ 
pro-fluoridationists get all the money for their high
pressure campaigns,_now you know. 

But the most terrifying part of the letter we've 
~taved for last. Do you think that the dental society 
is motivated by altruism, by deep concern for your 
dental health? Perhaps unconsciously, but neverthe
less devastatingly, the letter puts the_ campaign in 
its proper perspective. 

"There is no question that fluoridation is safe and 
effective," the letter declares blandly. "Yet a small 
vocal and highly active group of oddly motivated 
poeople (editor's note: that's us) are attempting ( edi
tor's note: them grammar are theirs) to portray us 
as incompetent public poisoners. Of course they pro
ject themselves as protectors of an unsuspecting 
public." And then· the letter gets to the point: 

"SO YOU SEE, THERE IS MORE AT STAKE 
IN THIS VOTE THAN IMPROVEMENT OF THE 
DENTAL HEALTH OF OUR COMMUNITY! 
OUR PROFESSIONAL PRESTIGE AND AC
CEPTANCE IS. BEING CHALLENGED!" 

'Vhich leaves us with the uncomfortable feeling 
~hat the dental society is a lot more worried about 
its image than with our dental health. 

We know that most dentists ARE sincerely con· 
cerned with their patients' health, and that many 
deplore the high-pressure tactics of their profes
sional organization. 

But the fact remains that most of them are forced 
to support the dental society's fluoridation lobby, 
willy-nilly. 

In any case, we are happy to have confirmed 
once more that we didn't make it up. There really 
IS a villain in the fluoridation melodrama. We do 

' wonder if it's a real villain, or just a puppet dan
gling from strings manipulated by the U.S. Public 
Health Service. 

-------

IMAGE SALESMAN 

By PROF. ALBERT W. BURGSTAHLER 
Department of Chemistry 

University of Kansas 
Despite widely cited dental benefits and numer

ous claims of absolute safety, the fluoridation of pub
lic water supplies continues to be a Controversial 
subject scientifically as well as politically. Recent 
popular and technical publications attest strongly 
'to the truth of this statement. 

The newest and undoubtedly the most distm-bing 
book yet to appear on fluoridation is ··A Struggle 
With Titans" by George L. Waldbott, M.D. The 
author is a prominent Detroit allergy specialist who 
is well knewn for his opposition to fluoridation as 
\vell as his piol'leer work in the pollen technique of 
controlling hay fever allergy, his earlier ( 1954) book, 
"Contact Dermatitis,'' and his report of the fust al
lergic death due to peJ.licillin sensitization in 19-49. 

In "A Struggle With Titans" Dr. Waldbott pre
sents a . vivid account of research findings indicating 
serious chronic side effects that can arise from the 
use of fluoridated drinking water. He also considers 
at length some of the ~vidence for the almost unbe
lievable manner in which fluoridation has often been 
promoted and the forces behind its promotion. 

Whether or not the reader is willing to accept the 
conclusions reached by Dr. Waldbott, this is a book 
that is too cogently written and too well document
ed to be dismissed or ignored. 

A shorter and more philosophical book, along sim
ilar lines, is '"Are We Safe?" by John Polya, associate 
professor of chemistry at the University of Tasmania 
(F. W. Cheshire, 1964, 143 pages; available from 
Tri-Ocean Books, 44 Brannan Street, San Francisco, 
California 94107, cloth, $3.15; paper, $2.25). 

Subtitled "A Layman's Guide to Controversy in 
Public Health" and dealing mainly with the inevit
able conflict betWeen the independent scientist and 
authoritarian scientism, this book offers valuable 
common-sense guidelines for weighing various claims 
and counter-claims concering the effectiveness and 
safety of fluoridation. To a lesser extent it also dis
cusses health problems relating to smoking and the 
use of insecticides and X-rays. 

Unfortunately, since writing this penetrating book, 
Dr. Polya has been relieved of his position as chair
man of the department of biochemistry at Tasmania. 
In addition, according to recent information receiv
ed from him, he is now under pressure even to re
linquish his professorship. Considering the scholarly 
character of this book as well as his high attainments 
as a biochemist, Dr. Polya would hardly seem to de-
serve such treatment. · 

Two widely discussed technical books relating to 
fluoridation have also appeared recently. Volume 
.IV of J. H. Simons' "Fluorine Chemistry" (Academic 
Press, ll1 Fifth Avenue, New York 10003, 1965, 786 
pages, $28) by Harold C. Hodge and Frank A. Smith 
of the University of Rechester is an impressive work 

I 
that purports to present an up-to-date compilatio» 
of evide:rtce in: support of the safety of fluoridation. 
However, the reader who takes the trouble to ex
amine the bibliography carefully will find many ref-

.\erences to reports of adverse effects of fluoridated 
water that are not even discussed in the text. More
over, many other reports of negative- findings, in
cluding most that have appeared since 1961, are not 
even cited. 

In "The Toxicology of Fluori~e," edited by Emeri
tus Prof. T. Gordonoff of Bern ( Sehwabe & Co., 
Bern/Stuttgart, 1964, 206 pages, 24 Swiss francs), 
32 distinguished contributors to a symposium held 
in Bern, Switzerland, October 15-17, 1962, present 
and discuss (in English, French, German, and Ital
ian) results of their studies concerning physiological 
effects of fluorine (mostly harmful) in man; aB.imals, 

. and plants. . · 
Although the data reported by the scientists at 

this symposium are in substantial agreement with 
previous knowledge about fluoride toxicity, certain 
dental interests in Switzerland were apparently de
termined not to let this book be publishad. Accord
ing to a report from the editor, after the book had 
been set up in type, the origiDal publisher was 
threat~ned with' a boycott of future busines5 and 
accepted 10,009 Swiss francs to "drop" publication 
of the book ( cf. Pakistan Dental Review, Vol. 15, 
1965, pp. 68-71). Schwabe & Co. of Bern/Stuttgart 
was finally willing to publish the book. · 

In the light of such almost unprecedented circum
stances, is it any wonder that the history of fluorida
tion has been described as a modern Galileo story 
with a virtually unparalleled record of censorship 
and suppression of the free exchange of scientific 
information? 

Spread th·e N.ewsl 
(National Fluoridation News, that is) 
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Spealing Out 
Let us examine the large-scale fluoridation 

experiments that have been and are still being 
conducted on human populations. In fluorida
tion, variable doses of one of the most toxic sub
stances are indiscriminately administered daily · 
to all individuals in certain communities over 
long periods of time. Despite this, the fluorida
tion program rests on the following assumptions: 

( 1 ) All people get the correct, optimal dose of 
fluoride from drh1king water even though they 
consume different quantities of water. 

( 2) No one receives a harmful dose of fluoride 
no matter how much water he drinks. 

( 3) The toxicology of fluoride is determined 
only by fluoride alone. One does not have to 
consider interactions behveen fluoride and trace 
elements. 

( 4) Only the fluoride in drinking water is 
taken into account. The fluoride content of food, 
tea, and other dietary items is completely dis
carded. 

It is thus obvious why fluoridation continues 
to be criticized by so many people throughout 
the world. A comparison of the philosophy un
derlying fluoridation with Schutte's general con
siderations about trace elements reveals alarm
ing contraditions. The indiscriminate administra
tion of fluoride to all individuals with no regard 
to those micro-nutrients which interact with 
fluoride. is completely contrary to all established 
principles governing the application of trace 
elements to microbes, higher plants, man, and 
domestic animals. It is thus readily understand
able why so many soil scientists, plant physiol
ogists, nutritionists, physicians, and others who 
are familiar with how trace elements are han
dled in biological systems are concerned about 
fluoridation. 

Furthermore, the rationale of fluoridation is 
contrary to all accepted medical precepts gov
erning the administration of drugs generally. In 
prescribing medications, it is the amount of the 
agent per se which is actually introduced into 
the pody that is the all-important consideration. 
Every physician defines dosage in tenns of how 
much is administered to a patient' and not,· for 
example, in terms of the concentration in the 
vial.from which he fills his syringe. But fluorida
tion is just the opposite. Here, the most im
,portant thing is the concentration of fluoride in 
the water supply of that community where the 
individual resides. Consequently, different peo
ple will inevitably get different doses of flu
oride depending on how much water they drink. 
Under such conditions, the accepted concept of 
a quantitatively controlled dose becomes mean
ingless. Fluoridation thus deludes the patient 
who is led to believe that he will always get the 
right dose regardless· of how much water he 
drinks. 

Finally, fluoridation is contrary to good med
ical practice because all drug treatment is in
variably on an indi~idual basis. Therapy is 
thereby administered only to those whom it will 
benefit, and cari be immediately discontinued if 
undesirable side-reactions develop. With flu
oridation, this is impossible. Every member of 
a fluoridated community becomes a patient who 
is treated regardless of whether he requires or 
wants therapy, or whether he will be benefitted 
or harmed by it. Moreover, the only way to dis· 
continue treatment is to stop drinking water 
and to stop eating all foods prepared with water! 

That there is something seriously wrong with 
fluoridation is tacitly recognized even by those 
who support the program. The proponents of 
fluoridation. have generally disregarded the a
mount of fluoride ·ingested in food, tea, etc. 
However, when it is brought to their attention 
that some groups of people, who drink water 
which naturally contains less than the prescirb
ed one part of fluorine per million, nevertheless 
do have good teeth, the fluoridationists quickly 
attribute this to fluoride from the di~t. 

Because the fluoridationists sometimes choose 
to attribute toxic symptoms to fluoride from 
other sources, they must always take these other 
sources _into consideration in defining whatever 
dose they recommend. 

Why the fluoridationists are unable to do this 
is readily understandable: It is utterly impossible 
to prescribe a controlled daily dose for an entire 
population where (a) the concentration of flu
oride in the drinking water supply varies froxq 
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By Albert Schatz, Ph.D., M.R.S.H. 
Professor at the University of Chile 
Faculty of Chemistry and Pharmacy 

Santiago, Chile 

day to day and from one part of the city to an
other, (b) where different people consume dif
ferent amounts of water, and (c) where the total 
quantity of fluoride that is ingested each day 
also varies depending on the fluoride content of 
the food. 

So, the fluoridationists have tried to lrbitrari
ly define "daily dose" in terms of the concentra
tion of fluoride in the drinking water because 
this was the only thing which they thought they 
could control. But whether a given individual 
will or will not be harmed by fluoride depends 
on the total amount of fluoride which he in
gests, and not on the concentration of this ele
ment in the drinking water supply of the com
munity where he resides. Our body cells are un
able to di~tinguish between one fluoride ion 
which comes from tea and another fluoride ion 
which comes from drinking water. 

That it is virtually impossible to maintain the 
daily ~ose of fluoride at a constant level has in 
effect been admitted as recently as 1961 in an 
official report· of a Nutritional Survey of Chile 
conducted by an Interdepartmental Committee 
on Nutrition for National Defense. This com
mittee included representatives from the United 
States Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare. One of the leading advocates of flu
oridation in the United States, Dr. Fredrick J. 
Stare of Harvard. University, served as a con
sultant to the committee. 

The toxicity of fluorine cannot be understood 
only in terms of fluorine alone because this ele
ment forms very stable complexes with many 
other mineral elements. These·complexes are in 
effect new-molecular and ionic species. They dif
fer considerably in chemical, physical, and bio
logical properties from one another and from 
the element from which they were originally 
formed. They can therefore significantly influ
ence the absorption, distribution concentration, 
and biological effects of fluoride. Since the na
ture and amount of minerals present in the body 
varies in different individuals and from one 
region to another, one would expect the symp
tQms of fluorine toxicity to differ throughout the 
world. 

Some people will inevitably be harmed by 
fluoridation. · 

The importance of adequate nutrition for the 
physical and mental well-being of individuals 
cannot be ov~r-emphasized. But effects of nu
trition are even more far-reaching than general
ly assumed since improper nutrition may be re
sponsible for. extinction of animal species. This 
is no theoretical consideration. It has already 
occurred and may happen again. The disappear
ance of the giant sloth Neomylodon Listai 
Ameghino in the Ultima Esperanza area in the 
South of Chile has been attributed to copper 
and cobalt deficiencies. 

What can we learn from the disappearance 
of the giant sloth~ Obviously, ~omething that 
may be responsible for the extinction of an. ani
mal species can affect resistance to dental caries. 
Tooth decay is the most widespread disease of ' 
man. It is now generally thought to result from 
nutritional deficiency. Undernutrition is the ma
jor problem of the great majority of the world's 
population. Even in the United States, the most 
reputable authorities have pointed out how 
widespread vitamin and mineral deficiences are 
in the American diet. These considerations raise 
serious questions: 

( 1) Has the human race already entered the 
first stage of widespread nutritional deficiency 
which led to the extinction in the case of the 
giant sloth? 

( 2) It is well known that fluoride toxicity in-
.· creases under conditions of deficient or unbal

anced nutrition. How then, will the artificial 
fluoridation of man, over a long period of time, 
affect our survival as a species, ~specially since 
we are already in a state of nutritional debilita
tion? Some fluoridationists will no doubt ridi
cule us for having raised this question. But such 
ridicule will, of course, not answer the question 
itself. We have already pointed out that: "When 
adults first become consc:fous of something new, 
they usually either attack or try to escape from 
it. This is C'alled the •attack-escape' reaction. At
tack includes such mild forms as ridicule, and 
escape includes merelr putting out of mind.', 

We have repeatedly been assured and reas-
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Is It Science? 
A revealing glimpse of the tactics of the fluorida

tion lobby shows once again how normal scientific 
procedure is repeatedly flouted by this faction. 

This time the issue was the Rapaport report on 
the relation of mongolism to fluoride. To· attack the 
damaging evidence compiled in that report, a "Rap· 
aport Committee"· was formed, as other commitees 
have been formed to attack other reports. 

As is usual in these procedures, a letter by a top 
Public Health Service Official - in this . case and in 
many others nr. A. L. Russell of the National In
stitute of Dental Research-is placed before the com
mittee with the aim of down-grading the research in 
question. 

The "Rapaport Committee" consisted of scientists 
with no research experience in the relation ·of mon~ 
golism to fluoride. · 

The head of the committee, W. D. Stovall, M.D., 
wrote on May 10, 1960, to Dr. J. Z. Bowers, Dean of 
the University of Wisconsin Medical School, and to 
four other dignitaries that his committee relied large
ly ··on the correspondence of Dr. A. L. Russell and 
others who have offered criticism and suggestions of 
restudy or correction1i." 

And how did Dr. Russell come to his conclusions? 
He established his case on the opinion of the com~ 
mittee! "These data by Rapaport," he wrote on 
March 9, 1965, "were examined by ourselves at the 
Institute and by a committee at the University of 
Wisconsin. Both groups agreed independ~ntly that 
the Rapaport data were so full of errors as to be 
worthless, and that his conclusions are not support .. 
ed by evidence." 

Thus, from an investigation born of blatant in· 
breeding, a serious inquirer is misled into thinking 
that the scientific consensus condemns the report. 

Suggestion ·From E1ngland 
England's National Pure Water Association offers 

a recommendation . to its members that might be 
equally valid in every country: It suggests writing 
to food and beverage manufacturers asking for 
their assurance that they do not and will not use 
fluoridated water in their products. 

Connecticut Moves to Start Program 
Connecticut has begun studies to implement the 

compulsory fluoridation law signed by Governor 
Dempsey. ThB New Haven Water Company is study· 
ing where to place fluoridating equipment, and the 
company that serves Middlesex County and New 
Haven County areas is also preparing engineering 
plans. A State Health Department official said 88 
per cent of the state's water would be fluoridated 
when the law was fully implemented. Communities 
with populations under 20,000 do not come under 
the law. 

A Correction 
We are informed that Lake Oswego and Molalla, 

both in Oregon, are communities that have rejected 
fluoridation. NFN incorrectly reporte~ that they 
stopped it after. trial. 

sured that ten (or more) years of artificially 
fluoridated drinking water have not produced 
any toxic effects whatsoever. This is simply not 1 

true. ThB experimental fluoridation of commu- · 
nity water supplies has always. caused some 
dental fluorosis. And dental fluorosis is the earli
est symptom of fluorine' toxicity. Mottled teeth 
have .·already been· produced within relatively 
_short periods of time. (The claim that this is , 
not esthetically objectionable evades the real 
issue, which is toxicity produced by fluorida
tion.) People who drink artificially fluoridated 
water do not drop dead of acute toxicity. But 
the symp,toms of chronic fluorine toxicity from 
drinking some naturally fluoridated waters of
ten appear only after many years. It is theref6re 
the long-range toxicity of fluoride which is most 
important. But this is precisely what we have 
no information about. No one knows what long- ; 
range effects artificially fluoridated drinking wa
ter will produce within man's lifespan because 
the experiments have not been going on long 
enough. Nor, do they know what will happen 
over several generations. 

Dr. Schatz' Speaking Out column is based on 
an article titled '"Trace E;lements, Nutrition, 
Fluorine and Dent¢. Health," which appeared in 
the Pakistan Dental· Review, Vol. XV, No. 8, . 
July, 1965. 
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ARTICLE I, JULY 22, 1964 

Here are some 

2--Fluoride is a cumulative poison. It af 
dren's teeth by accumulating in the en 
is doing this, it is also accumulating in 
the body. 

7-Fluoridation is an unwarranted 
ority of the Public Health Serv· 
role · iA. to protect the many fro 
~;eases of the few. Now they hav 
ority to' include the mass medic 
try and prevell/t ·a non-contagia 
(One eighth of the population). 
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FLUORIDATION FACT XVII 
March ).7th·. 1965 

Fluoride Poisoaing In Saginaw 

FLUORIDATION A HEALTH MENACE 
. The ~roponents of fluoriclalion say 3 to 4 million people have been drinking natur

ally fluor1dated wale~; for. generations without harm. To support this assumption, all 
they ar~ able to produce is one small clinical study involving • 229 people-US people in 
Bartlett, Texas, with Over 10 years residence with 8 ppm of fluoride in the water ancl 
113, in. nearby Cameron with 0.4 ppm of fluoride. 

TH'E MAN WHO SAVED AITKIN'S WATER 
Harvey rT~Petraborg, M.D. believes in action. So 
he mounted a one-man drive to see to it that his 
town, Aitkin, Minnesota, would get rid of fluorida
tion. His relentless campaign, paid for out of his own 
pocket, paid off for the residents of Aitkin. In suc
~eeding in his venture, Dr. Petraborg also made the 
citizens of his town acutely aware of the dangers 
of fluoridation-and gave everyone a fine demon-

:N-ew Yo-rk Case 
Advances a Step 

A step forward has been made by safe-water 
:forces in New York City. On October 28, the high
est court in the state~the Court of Appeals-agreed 
_to have the full bench hea_r the arguments of the 
case brought by Commissioner Dominick F. Paduano 
and other plaintiffs. · 

As the Joint Organizations Opposing Fluoridation 
pointed out in a letter, this "means that at least three 
of the seven judges believed that the important ques
t~on~, of law and policy were worthy of considera
tion. 

It is to be hoped that the next step will be for the 
high court to send the case back to the lower court 
for a full trial on· the facts. A decision is expected 
in·a few months. 

Unlike the present city administration, which 
was pro-fluoridation before it heard the facts, Mayor
Elect John V. Lindsay said during his successful cam
paign that he would give the safe-water forces' argu
ments his "fhll consideration." 

Drive in Brigham City 
Ends With a Defeat 

A bitter battle has ended in bitter defeat fo~ the 
safe-water forces in Brigham City, Utah. By a taH.y 
of 2,327 to 1,940, the voters chose to fluoridate their 
water supply .. Although a referendum was put on the 
ballot after the high-handed methods of the City 
Council had aroused anger in the city, apparently 
the ostrich attitude of the Council succeeded · in 
keeping too· many citizens uninformed about the true 
naru,re of fluorides. 

stration of, independent thinking in action. And, a
long the way, he also gave a surprisingly compre
hensive survey course in the myths of fluoridation 
-and the truths. His success was reflected in the 
referendum on Nov. 2, when the voters, by a tally 
of 480 to 120-a 4-to-1 margin-expressed their op
position to fluoridation, which was started in Aitkin 
in- the faU of 1963. It was discontinued eve-n before 

the referendum because of certain technital water
pumping requirements made necessa_!:¥ lly-a new 
food processing plant in lown. Dr. Petraborg's cam
paign, it is hoped, will assure that fluoridation will 
not. return, even though the referendum carried only 
an advisory status. It is reported that town officials 
have inclicated they will abide by the wishes of the 
people. 

Reader's Digest Article Draws Fir'e 
An article purporting to present the "Facts About 

Fluoridation" in the November issue of the-Readers 
Digest has been widely criticized by readers as bias
ed and misinformed. 

. As one letter.;writer suggested, '"Your article should 
have been entitled "Misinformation About Fluorida
tion." This letter continued: 

."Not a single one of the conclusions set forth in 
•this article can be proven by reliable information 
from unbiased sources. 

-"In the first place the promotion of fluoridation is 

The new, "most disturbing" book by Dr. George 
L. W aldbott, as Professor Burgstahler calls it in his 
review on Page· 2, is MUST reading for anyone 
deeply concerned about the frightening trend : to 
hasty use of . medicines, pesticides, etc., before they 
have been fully and absol:utely proved .safe. If you 
feel strongly :that tampering with public water sup
plies must be stopped, you OtVe it to yourself. to 
read A· STRUGGLE WITH TITANS, Dr. Wald
botf s absorbing chrOT)icle of his fight to bring the 

all set about by the aluminum people who have 
m~llions of tons of fluoride as a by-product for which 
they have no use or market. Therefore they spend 
m!llions of dollars a year promoting this product 
through other channels than their own . 

"In view of the fact that you have published such 
a misleading artide with so many untruths in it you 
should get in touch with someone who can write you 
an article based on the published reports, studies 
and experiences with the use of fluoride in muni
cipal water supplies." 

FACTS about fluoridation to light. 
.You can obtain your copy (and copies fo-r friends) 

easily and conveniently tluough National Fluorida
tiQn News. Jmt mail. the coupon ~ith your. check or 
money order for $4.75 fo-r each book to 

NATIONAL FLUORIDATION NEWS 
Box 487, Hempstead, N. Y., 11551 

\~~ e'll take care of the postage and handling costs. 
Ar:zd if you dont u.;ant to cut up your NFN, a brief 
nate instead of the coupon will do. 

~··················································································~ 

• • .. • • 

NATIONAL FLUORIDATION NEWS 
Box 487 
Hempstead, N. Y. 11551 

Please send me .................... copies of A ST,RUGGLE WITH TITANS 
by Dr. George L. Waldbott. My payment of $4.75 per copy is enclosed 
(check or money order). 

NAME 

STREET 

ciTI ........... ~ ............. ~ ........................................ STATE 

ZIP CODE .................................. : ........... .. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. 
• .-

; ................................................ -.... ~ ......•.... ~ ............•........ , 

This 
Is a 

Must! 
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